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ABSTRACT
This paper provides the results of a preliminary design study of
a ground effect machine to be built at the Naval Postgraduate School,
Monterey, California,, The design is based on an engine currently
available at the School and covers such factors as lift versus weight,
thrust versus drag, balance, stability, control, and instrumentation
The final design chosen was a peripheral jet type ground effect machine
with a cushion area of 25,7 square feet, driven by a 4 foot diameter
shrouded propeller Total engine power of 203 horsepower is sufficient
to provide 1017 pounds of lift at a hover height of 5 95 inches and
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LIST OF COEFFICIENTS AND SYMBOLS
A. Area of compressor bleed air outlet
A2 Air flow area at the propeller plane =
(rr/4 D
p
2 )(l - CB2 ) - .714 Dp , square feet
A4 Air flow area at the shroud exit plane =
(Tr/4 D4 2 )(l - CB4
2 ), square feet
b Cushion beam, feet
b Blade section width, feet - (propeller selection)
B Number of propeller blades
BHP Shaft brake horsepower
C Cushion perimeter, feet; Mass ratio, Appendix B
CB2 Centerbody size at propeller plane, fraction of
propeller diameter = 30
CB4 Centerbody size at shroud exit plane, fraction of
shroud exit diameter
Coe External aerodynamic drag coefficient (De /qaS)
Cl External aerodynamic lift coefficient (L/qaS)'
CLd Blade section design -tfft coefficient
fi.o
'V .3CLi Integrated design lift coefficient 4J ^ ^Ldx <*x
Cj Jet reaction coefficient
CLr Three dimensional lift coefficient, rudder
Cj^g Three dimensional lift coefficient, elevator
Cp Power coefficient - —± - " CV**)' (Dp /10)V /%n^I)p5 200,0<N/1000)^ » '
c^ Two dimensional (section lift coefficient)
De External aerodynamic drag, pounds
D Propeller diameter, feet




D, Duct diameter at shroud exit plane, feec
f Ratio of speed of sound at standard day level to
c
the speed of sound at the operating condition
FD Shroud drag loss factor
g Acceleration due to gravity, feet/second^
G.Ro Gear ratio, propeller speed /engine speed
h "Daylight" gap, feet (local value or mean value as
appropriate)
JQ Propeller advance ratio based upon vehicle velocity
101.4 V
ok /NDp
Jo Propeller advance ratio based upon duct velocity =
101,4 V2k /NDp
Jo. Propeller advance ratio based upon duct velocity
ideal
determined under ideal flow conditions
Jo Maximum Jo to avoid compressibility losses




L External aerodynamic lift, pounds
m^ Mass flow rate out of compressor, pounds/minute
mN Mass flow rate out of nozzle, pounds/minute
M Vehicle Mach number = V k*f c /662
M Control moment, pitch, foot-pounds
N Control moment, yaw, foot-pounds
N Propeller speed, revolutions per minute (propeller
selection)
10
P Total shaft power supplied to cushion system, pound-
c
feet /second
P, Lift horsepower, horsepower
Pp Total shaft power supplied to propulsion system,
pound-feet /second
P Total shaft power (P + Pp), pound-feet /second
pa Atmospheric pressure, pounds/foot^
p. Pressure at compressor bleed air outlet, pound/foot
p Static pressure at nozzle, pound/foot
p Total pressure of air supply to cushion at nozzle
2
exit or cushion entry, pounds /foot
q Local dynamic pressure (y0u2 /2), pounds /foot
qa Reference air dynamic pressure ( Pa^ /2) , pounds/
foot 2
Total air volume flow rate through cushion system,
f oot J /second
r Radius at blade element, feet
P
R Gas constant for air, feet/degree Fahrenheit
R Blade radius at propeller tip, feet
AR Aspect ratio
S Daylight gap area (cushion perimeter times mean
daylight gap, hC, feet^)
Sj^ Total nozzle area, feet 2
S Cushion area 8 feet^, measured, in plan view, to outer
edge of nozzle exit
t Nozzle thickness, feet















Air temperature at nozzle, degrees Rankine
Propeller thrust, pounds
Total thrust, uncorrected for shroud drag loss,
pounds
Total thrust, corrected for shroud drag loss, pounds
Propeller thrust, determined for ideal flow conditions,
pounds
Total thrust, determined for ideal flow conditions,
pounds, for TT , TTE , Tp ideal , and TTideal
for Vok >0, T-i
326_BHPAo
vok
where the subscript on Y\ is the same as the sub-
script on T
for Vok = 0, T = CT /CP «BHP/NDp * 33000
where the subscript on C-p/Cp is the same as the
subscript on T
Total blade activity factor - 100000/16 BJ (b/Dp )X
3dX
Local air velocity, feet/second
Velocity of air flow out of compressor, feet/second
Cushion reference velocity (V
2
lf>A p ) , feet/second
Jet velocity of air discharge from GEM base, when
fully contracted, feet/second
Vehicle velocity, knots
Duct velocity at the propeller plane, knots
Duct velocity at the propeller plane determined for
ideal flow conditions, knots
Volume flow rate out of compressor, ft-Vmin
Cushion loading (W/S) , lb/ft 2
12
W Gross weight of vehicle, lb
x Nozzle thickness parameter Jt/h(l + sin©)|
X Fraction of propeller tip radius, r /R
cK-or Rudder deflection angle, degrees
ofoe Elevator deflection angle, degrees
<=K*er Effective angle of attack, rudder, degrees
°<ee Effective angle of attack, elevator, degrees
<=-cir Induced angle of attack, rudder, degrees
^ie Induced angle of attack, elevator, degrees
£f Cushion discharge coefficient ';
c BgV 2/»A p
'JoP Propeller efficiency based on vehicle velocity
t\pT Total efficiency (shroud and propeller) based upon
vehicle velocity, uncorrected for shroud drag loss
i\pTE Total efficiency (shroud and propeller) based upon
vehicle velocity, corrected for shroud drag loss
AoTXFD
AP^ideal Propeller efficiency based upon vehicle velocity for
ideal flow conditions
*l°Tideal Total efficiency (shroud and propeller) based on
vehicle velocity for ideal flow conditions
A.2P Propeller efficiency based on the duct velocity
approaching the propeller plane
\2P£
(jea^ Propeller efficiency based upon the duct velocity
approaching the propeller plane for ideal flow
conditions
9 3/4 Propeller blade angle at X = 3/4, degrees
® Peripheral jet efflux angle
13




Specific weight of air at nozzle, pounds/foot
^ a Specific weight of air at compressor inlet,
pounds/foot^
aQ Mass density of air, slugs per cubic foot
/^N Air density at nozzle, slugs/foot-^
£p Cushion pressure, psfa
t Induced angle of attack correction for nonelliptic
lift distribution
b




o Represents free stream conditions
2 Represents conditions and duct geometry just
upstream of the propeller plane
2 Conditions at exit of converging-diverging nozzle
3 Conditions at exit from large duct (entrance to
peripheral nozzle system)
4 Represents conditions and duct geometry at the shroud
exit plane
E Represents performance values corrected for shroud
drag losses
b Section between converging-diverging nozzle exit
and large duct (bypass conditions)
k Knots
P Represents the propeller only within the shroud
T Represents total quantities (shroud and propeller)
SL Represents sea level standard day conditions
oP Represents propeller performance relative to the free
stream
oT Represents total (shroud and propeller) performance
relative to the free stream, but uncorrected for
shroud drag losses
oTE Represents total (shroud and propeller) performance
relative to the free stream, corrected for shroud
drag losses
02 Stagnation conditions at station 2





This project was undertaken to investigate the feasibility of
building a ground effect machine utilizing an engine currently avail-
able, the AiResearch Pneumatic and Shaft Power Gas Turbine Engine
Model GTCP 85-91, This engine supplies pneumatic power in the form of
compressed bleed air and simultaneously, or independently, supplies
a source of constant speed shaft power. In this installation the
pneumatic power will be utilized to provide lift power while the shaft
power will be used to drive a propeller to provide propulsive power.
Several different basic designs were considered with the finding
that only two, the open plenum and the annular jet, were simple enough
and had enough information readily available to make them convenient
for study , Once a particular type machine had been chosen, the amount
of power available from the engine could be used to calculate the weight
and ultimately the size of the vehicle which could be built « Considera-
tion was given only to a relatively small vehicle with limited perform-
ance characteristics c This was due to the limited power available
from the engine as well as the vehicle's designed use, an experimental
vehicle useful in the course of instruction in Aeronautical Engineering
at the Naval Postgraduate School,,
While it is realized that flexible skirts and fingers could provide
a considerable increase in overall efficiency, they were not included
in this design because they would not have been in keeping with the
basic simple design desired Also, skirts have been shown (Ref. 1) to





Of tne several ground cusnion concepts being studied in the United
States, the author decided to utilize tne simple air curtain or periph-
eral jet concept. As in all ground cusnion concepts, the major source
of lift is the ground cushion itself, a region of positive pressure
trapped between the base of the vehicle and tue ground. In the simple
air curtain vehicle, the ground cushion is produced and contained by




The contribution to lift of the jet reaction force is small
compared to the cushion lift. The lift is tuus approximated by tne
product of cusnion pressure times base area.
L = ApS
Also tne cusnion pressure reacts against tne air curtain sufficiently
to balance the momentum c'uange within the curtain, that is
£ph =/^NV j"t (1 + sinQ) (See Appendix A.) (II-l)
Hovering performance can be expressed by a dimensionless figure
of merit
= (1 + sin A) ^A/n (1 + sin~Q71 yj
1 + t/h (1 + sin~9) ~§C
wnich will allow the vehicle to be compared with tne performance of
tue ideal shrouded propeller or helicopters . M will have a maximum
value (when t/h = 1/2,0 = 90°) of
M
-
= l ~hopt nC
The ratio S/hC, called the size/height ratio, is important in "virtually
all considerations of all types of ground effect machines" (Ref. 2).
2.2 Cruise
In forward flight there will be two modifications to the hovering





to overcome ram drag, a force equal to the air mass flow rate through
the peripheral nozzle times the vehicle forward velocity. Second,
the required pressure rise through the compressor is reduced by q ,
the free stream dynamic pressure recovered by the inlet.
Cruise performance is frequently expressed by the "equivalent
lift /drag ratio," IlIsl , to which both range and operating cost per
P /




and 9 = 90° is
^L =2 s V
p he /l +1/
where
V - Vo|/L/^ N S
sLimiting values of equivalent lift/drag ratio of about 0.7 —— are
h C




The pneumatic and shaft power gas turbine engine Model Number
GTCP 85-91 is built by the Garrett Corporation, AiResearch Manufacturing
Division,, Phoenix,, Arizona, and was originally designed to supply
pneumatic power in the form of compressed bleed air for the operation
of aircraft main engine starters and simultaneously, or independently,
to provide a source of constant speed shaft power for driving an
alternator or other shaft driven equipments Use of this unit as the
main power supply for a ground effect machine (GEM) alters its output
use considerably,. The pneumatic power output will in this case be
used to provide lift for the GEM Simultaneously
B
the shaft output
will be used to drive a shrouded propeller providing thrust for forward
flight as well as a flow of air over the primary control surfaces,,
The unit is basically composed of a two-stage centrifugal compressor
assembly directly coupled to a radial inward-flow turbine wheel , The
rotating shaft power of the turbine in excess of that required to drive
the compressor is absorbed by the accessory output shaft , compressor
and accessories,,
Operation and a complete description of the engine itself are
described in Ref 3 (Operation and Maintenance Instructions) Reference
3 also lists the leading particulars concerning the engine, the most
important of which are reproduced in Table I„
The actual power available for lift was computed as follows
:
Power = (volume flow rate) (pressure rise)
that is
HP =
m (Pout = Pin)
avail ^ a
20
where m and pout are from Table I for pure bleed loan condition, and
^ a and p. are based on NACA Standard Sea Level Day conditions. This
calculation revealed a maximum of 203 horsepower available for lift.
Due to the particular conditions at the compressor bleed air out-
let (high pressure, high temperature, and low velocity) it is necessary
to find some way to convert this energy to a more useable form. It is
proposed to accomplish this by using a jet pump such as is shown in
Fig, 1. The purpose of this apparatus is to use the high pressure
air source as a "pump" in order to achieve an increased flow rate and
velocity out of the vehicle's peripheral nozzle. This is accomplished
by first accelerating the air to supersonic velocity using a converging-
diverging nozzle. This high velocity air is then ejected into a larger
area pipe which has the effect, through viscous interaction, of in-
creasing the mass flow rate by the amount of atmospheric air entering
the large pipe. The two streams mix and are then ducted at constant




Reference 4 indicates that, in general, approximately one-half
of the total power required will be utilized for lift Thus based on
the above power available B as an initial approximation we can assume
100 horsepower available for lifto Chaplin's theory as quoted in
Chapter 2 of Ref 4 indicates
P lift horsepower
W vehicle gross weight
W/S vehicle pianform loading
/^ = density of air
Assuming W/S 35, a value typical for vehicles in the small category,





Thus the available power plant should provide sufficient lift and
thrust for a vehicle weighing approximately 900 pounds
„
4.1 GEM Type and Shape
References 2, 4, 5, and 6 indicated that the peripheral-jet GEM
is more efficient than the plenum chamber type machine For that
reason, all further considerations were given to that type machine,,
Reference 5 indicates that the best thrust augmentation is obtained
with a machine having a circular pianform, but the loss in augmentation
resulting from the use of an elongated pianform does not become very
22
large until the ratio of length to width becomes greater than three
,
Therefore, to simplify construction as well as stability and control
considerations which will be discussed later, an elongated planform
with length to beam ratio 2 was chosen Initial consideration was
given to an elliptical planform, but the final shape as shown in
Figs • 2, 3, and 4 was chosen to avoid double curvature in construction
and to simplify construction of control surfaces. Table II lists the
basic dimensions of the GEM as well as some of the other important
parameters which will be used in the subsequent analysis of the vehicle's
performance e
4.2 Weight
Before an accurate analysis of performance can be made, knowledge
of the vehicle's weight must be available
Reference 4 suggests that the hull be constructed of 0,028 inch
aluminum which provides adequate structural strength as well as response
to impacts c Table III shows various portions of the structure and their
associated weights • Table IV indicates the weight of other structural
members as well as all other associated equipment and accessories.
The weight of electrical wiring was assumed to be negligibly small.
The total weight of the GEM is 1017 pounds,
4.3 Physical Arrangement
The location of the various components and accessories in the
final design was somewhat arbitrary, keeping in mind, however, balance
of the vehicle and general considerations such as pilot's visibility,
etc,
4.4 Balance
With regard to balance, all major components are located either
on or symmetrically about the vehicle's roll axis. Therefore only
23
pitching moments due to component placement were considered,, Table V




Selection of a propeller to be used for vehicle propulsion and to
provide a continuous flow of air over the control surfaces was based
on Ref 7 g, one of the famous "Red, White and Blue Books e " Various
combinations of propeller speed, total activity factor, diameter, and
integrated design lift coefficient were considered^ In order to not
have the propeller extend beyond the vehicle edges, it was decided to
limit the diameter to 4 feet
Calculations were made for vehicle velocities of zero (hover),
20 knots and 30 knots Final selection was based on the estimated
value of
^\2ps> propeller efficiency based on V^o A tradeoff was made
between the best efficiencies under various flight regimes t Table VI
shows the final six possible propellers with the ultimate selection
being 600 TAF, 5CL ., and 2700 RPM
Since the engine shaft output is at a constant 6000 RPM, the
propeller selected requires a 20*9 gear reduction This is accomplished
by a two gear train mounted between the engine and the propeller itself.
Weight of the propeller and reduction gears was estimated to be
150 pounds (solid steel construction, 0„3 ft 3 at 389 6 6 lb/ft 3 ) 8
After the propeller had been selected, calculations were made at
various power settings and vehicle velocities to obtain values of thrust
available for comparison with drag as calculated in Chapter VII , These




Assuming that the power available from the compressor is split
with 50 per cent utilized for lift and 50 per cent for thrust (propul-
sion), the lift power and actual lift can be found as follows.
From the engine specifications, one-half of the pneumatic power
out is 65.25 pounds/minute at 95 inches Hg absolute. The velocity of
the air flow at the compressor outlet can be found from the continuity
equation,
O^AV - m constant







= specific weight of air at the
compressor bleed air outlet
p. pressure at the compressor bleed
air outlet
= (95)(70.7)
= 6710 lb/ft 2




= 1335 lb/ft 3








= 98 1 ft/sec
Utilizing isentropic flow tables from Ref<> 8 and a nozzle exit
pressure of 1058„4 psf (0 5 atm) , the conditions at station 2, the
nozzle exit, can be found » This nozzle exit pressure was found using
an iterative process as described in Appendix Bt, With this value of
nozzle exit pressure, the computed value of X, the mass flow rate ratio,
is
X = 20 09
which yields the following!
mb = (X)(m2 )
= 20c09(c0299)
= O06OO6 slug/sec
m 3 = ^b "*" m 9
=









+ XTb )/(X + 1)






+ XVb )/(l + X)
= [2159 + 20,09(1110)] /21 09
= 1159 ft/sec
p 3 = m2 (l + X)(gRT3 )/A3V3
= 0299 (21 ,09) (32. 2) (53, 3) (432)/ (.4) (1159)
= 1008 psf
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/?3 a P3 78RT 3
= 1008'(32 2)(53 6 3)(432)










Once again assuming isentropic conditions , the stagnation values at
station 3 can be found
pQ 3 2260 psf
fa 3 - 0,002418 slugs/ft
3
To3 = 544°R
A3* - 3941 ft 2
Since it is known that the peripheral nozzle exit pressure, pjq t must








TN /T N = 0=98114
Sn/An* = 1,976
from which the static nozzle values of density, temperature and area
can be found
fa - 002305 slugs/ft 3
TN = 534°R
SN = o 779 ft
2
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Now the jet velocity, V
.
, can be found from
Vj = Mj (41.0179) v/%"
= 31(49„0179) >/53A"
= 351 ft/sec
Since the nozzle area, S , is the product of the cushion perimeter, C,
and the nozzle thickness, t, the necessary thickness can be found,
t - sN/c
= (12 in/ft)(0 8 779)/20,5
= 0,456 in
Next the lift, L, acting on the GEM can be found from
L =ApS + (Cj - l)ApSN cosd + CLqaS
where
S - cushion area
- 25,7 ft 2
and C-: is shown (Ref c 6) to be
C • = 1 + _1_
J 1 - e- 2* 2x
The last term in the lift equation is zero for hover conditions and
will be relatively small for any operating condition.
For equilibrium conditions, lift must equal the weight of the
vehicle Making use of these two facts and the definition of x and
substituting equation 11=1 into the above lift equation yields
w =/Vj 2 *s + —i-j- +-i[- ^Vj
2xsN cose
which can be solved numerically for x<
x = 0.115
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This value leads to
h " (t/x) (1 + sin e )
= (,456/.115)(1.5)
= 5,95 in.
The above analysis was "ideal" in many ways. Changes in weight
or engine power will be manifested in changes in hover height, h.
For example, a change in weight to 1200 lb, can be shown to change the
hover height to 4,79 in s
Similarly, a change in engine power will create a complex change
in the lift equation due to the fact that the cushion peripheral nozzle
will no longer be operating under design conditions (non-optimum
pressure). This will, however, result only in a change in hover height.
2
For example, a 10 per cent decrease in the product /^-V- will decrease
hover height by 0.68 in. Thus the GEM will continue to operate satis-
factorily under off-design conditions.
30
CHAPTER VII
DRAG AND PROPULSIVE POWER





CDe = external drag coefficient—assumed worst
conditions; i.e., flat plate (Ref. 9)
S = cushion base area =25,7 ft^
De - (1.28) (25.7) (1/2/^2)
= 100.5 lb.
The symbol q a is as previously defined,
The only other applicable source of drag is ram or momentum drag
which arises from bringing a constant mass flow rate of air m from a
velocity V relative to the GEM to a zero velocity relative to the
GEM. Thus,
J> r
= mV =/?NVj (D c S g )V
where
and
J5C - discharge coefficient, cushion (Ref, 9)
S~ = daylight gap area
D
c may be found from
x~















Ram drag 9 D 9 is thus found to be
D
r
= (.002305) (351) (.327) (10. 17) (30) (6080/3600)
- 134 lb.
Total drag which equals the sum of ram drag and external aerodynamic
drag is thus found to be
D - D- f Dar e
- 134 + 100.5
- 234.5
It is felt that the external drag coefficient will probably be
much smaller than the value assumed above. The total drag will thus
be smaller also. However „ even at these "worst" conditions, computed
drag is much less than thrust available. The drag of the propeller
shroud is not considered in the above analysis due to its being ac-





Control of the vehicle is accomplished through the use of a
single rudder, two elevators and nozzle throttling within the peripheral




Control in yaw is effected by the use of a single aircraft type
rudder actuated by the pilot's rudder pedals A symmetrical airfoil
section, the NACA 0009, was chosen both for simplicity and to have
zero force in the neutral position, Data for this airfoil were taken
from Ref 6 7 and tabulated in Table VII. Note that two dimensional
data are converted to three dimensions by computing an effective angle
of attack as indicated in Chapter 5 of Ref 7 t Figure 5 is a plot of
rudder control moment vs rudder deflection»
8»1«1 Sample Yaw Control Calculation
Control analysis (yaw)
b - 4 ft.
c - 1 ft,
S = be - 4 ft 2
b 2
AR = s— = 4
For an unswept, zero taper airfoil, from Fig s 5s4, Ref, 7, for c t /c r = l a
* = 166
& - 05
mass flow in unit time =/^ S ' V4
where
V4 = (A /A4 )V2 (6080/3600)2
33
= (1/1.2) (96.9) (6080/3600)
= 136.377 ft/sec





« 0.871 x 10 6
Thus from Ref. 7, at o^o = 10° , c-^ » 1.05 and
L = i/2/V2 Cl S




1 /*rrb 2v 2
= 0.0836 radians (uncorrected)
^








C lr - 0.45
34
and
Lr = (1/2) /'V2ClrS
= 39.805 lb
Assuming the point of action of lift to be at 0.25c, the force acts
at 3.5 feet from the vehicle's center of gravity , Thus a control mo-











8.1.2 Yaw Control Results
Since the vehicle rides on an air cushion and will travel only at
very low velocities, there will be little force to oppose the motion
created by the rudder force. Thus the small moment available will be
entirely sufficient for directional control. It is also important to
note that this same phenomenon, that is little opposing force, will
necessitate the pilot's physically stopping a turn by applying a rudder
force in the opposite direction.
8.2 Pitch
Analysis of the vehicle's pitch control is similar to the above
analysis of yaw control. The airfoil section selected for the elevators
is the same as that used for the rudder. Thus the only difference will
result from the elevator's being split into two sections, each with
smaller span than one half the rudder
35
Since the elevators are placed symmetrically about the vehicle
centerline, there should be no rolling moment created by their being
split. With this in mind
a
only pitch reaction to the elevators will
be studied
o
It was immediately noted that the use of one-foot chord for the
elevators allowed the possibility of control reversal at some deflec-
tion angles due to three dimensional effects This problem was elimi-
nated , by choosing a 0,5 foot chord length for the elevators
,
8.2.1 Pitch Control Sample Calculation










«* o 895 ft 2
Thus it has aspect ratios
AR - b 2 /S
= 3 58
Once again the airfoil is unswept and untapered so that
t - 6 166
& - 0,05
8.2.2 Pitch Control Results
Table VIII contains airfoil data for the elevators as v?ell as the
results of pitch control analysis Note that as was the case with
rudder control 8 the pitch control moment is positive at all elevator
deflections o Figure 6 is a plot of pitch control moment vs, elevator
deflection angle , The magnitudes of the pitch control moments are
36
acceptable but only marginally so For instance, a 20 pound change
in the predicted weight of the pilot would require almost full elevator
deflection to maintain level flight 6 Thus a set of nozzle throttles
as discussed in Section 8 3 might be in order if a great deal of flexi-
bility is desiredo
80 3 Roll Control
Control in roll is achieved through the use of throttles within
the side portions of the jet nozzles » Figure 7 is an actual side view
of the general arrangement used Actuation of the throttle on either
side is by means of the pilot's control stick,, The result of throttle
actuation is to reduce nozzle thickness, t, and jet efflux angle, Q ,
over a portion (one side) of the periphery This has the effect of
altering several of the vehicle's characteristic performance parameters*
Table IX is a summary of these changes e The total lift now becomes
L - Ap'S + (Cj - l)^p , (,805SN)cose
+ (Cj - D^p'U'Kc^Ocos©'
where the third and second terms on the right hand side of the equation
account for the jet reaction over the throttled portion and the remainder
of the nozzle area respectively „ The rolling moment produced will be
the result of the difference between the jet reaction of the throttled
and unthrottled sides of the vehicle;, Over the 4 foot unthrottled side
section, the jet reaction force is 66 c 4 pounds while on the throttled
side, the reaction force is 44 9 pounds . Thus a rolling moment about





Very little instrumentation will be required on the vehicle. At
the modest performance characteristics expected B little or no help from
instruments will be needed to "fly" the machine A minimum number of
engine monitoring instruments are of course necessary to insure that
the engine's limitations are not exceeded.
If at some future period it is desired to thoroughly instrument
the vehicle for the purpose of performance evaluation 8 there should be
no problems encountered with regard to either weight or power to run
the instruments. However, since the vehicle is quite small, some prob-
lems would probably be encountered in trying to find space available




The design and building of a small ground effect machine at the
Naval Postgraduate School is without doubt a feasible project. Utili-
zation of the AiResearch GTCP 85-91 for both lift and propulsion power
is well within the realm of possibility^ The amount of power available
is somewhat greater than that required by the roughly 1000 pound vehicle
which was designed in this paper
It is felt, however, that this was not the most practical avenue
of approach to the design problems Rather, the establishment of some
performance criteria followed by the selection of a machine, engine,
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Steady-state Condition with 54°C (130°F)
Inlet Air Temperature »
„












o 250°C (483°F) (MAX)
Accessory Section
Output Shaft Speeds
A J- L 6 nicL LOlTooocoooooooooooocacocoooocdooocDooooeeGoOUUU K.x M ^/Va l KU A.
)
Output Ratings
1 U1T6 bnfll L JjOSUo oooGocoeooooooociooooooeoiceocosocooo J-OZ HI \Mi\XJ
Pure Bleed Load,,, ,,, 9 ,, ,,, lt0O ,, g ,(NACA STD SL DAY), 112 „ 5 lbm per
MIN at 95,0 IN. HG Abs (Static)
Fuel and Fuel Control System
Fuel SpecificationaoooooaoMIL-F-5624, Grade JP3 and JP4; MIL-F-5572
and ASTM Type A and B
Recommended Fuel Boost Pump Setting o o a a a o o o B o o o o a a a 14 - 1 PSIG
Lubrication System
Oil Specif ication c a a a a a c a a a a e a a a a a a a aMIL-L-7808 at -54° tO 54°C
(-65° to 130°F)
U 1 _L •treSSUreaaeaaeaaeoaeeeoaaaoeaeaaaeeeaaeaoaaeaoaooo/J tO J'/3 i Mb
Oil TemperatUree o a 3 a a a a q a a a a a a a a a o a a a a a a a a a a a a a 65°C (150°F) A b OVe Inlet
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Electrical System
f OWef DVipp J.y eoooQoeoooeooooeooaoe«»«»«««ooooo««oooo«>ooo^O J Z V JJCi
Bleed Air Control System
Air Pressure Regulator
,
• » • • • i • a o • • . • • • • » . 39 IN. HG Gage (APPROX)
Unloading Air Shutoff Valve
INOrinaX 1 OSlL lOu o aoooooooooooooooooooooocaoooooeoo e o o © e • a * t i ( vlOScu
Bleed-Load Control Thermostat Temperature
be t U XH£ ooooooooooooooooooooooocooooooooc»oocooooO/0 L* ^ilOj « f y ^rl/vA/
Overall Dimensions
rlei^tlU oooooooooooooooooooooooociosoooooeoooeooooaosoooo ^ J • 3 XIN o \£\L r tSAJfi.)
Leng tlloeooooocooooooooococoornoooooooocooooooeoocooooQ-J'oO LEA 4 i,Ai i KUAJ
WlQLneocooooccoooooo66Gcccooooooaccoocioeeoooooo90«9coo^Oo^ X IN c V,"X J?KUA )
UriXC 1J ry '**ex£?nLc;cecccc9ocooo©©ooo6ooe6»ooe©5oooo»iee4e^^*-' LJjo ^A it 1 tXXJA /
0^*Q-aew>fi in" i*—-m% i rt i -u m i- qilW ftm.m.-»^»Oierll»i»rt>.:M'.1M'w% '
iti r ii
i








Total Pressure, Air Supply





Peripheral Jet Efflux Angle
Nozzle Thickness




















pi ti a Ifc g ft — t—<^M
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TABLE IV







Instrument Panel and Bracing
Engine Bracing
Elevator Mount
Control Column and Rudder Pedals
Pilot Seat
Main Structural Braces
Elevator and Rudder Pivot Post
Propeller Shroud
Fuel Tank













































































Setting ' 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 DIAMETER
i
« 1 4 4 4 4 4 4







3 CLi 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
4 AAM 2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2
5 ATTITUDE Hover Hover Creep Creep Creep Creep Creep
6 BHP 50 60 70 80 75 90 100
7 ENGINE RPM 6000 6000 6000 6000 6000 6000 6000
8 ALTITUDE S.L S.L S.L S.L S.L S.L S.L
9 Vok o 20 20 20 30 30
10 Al/a 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
11 f
c
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
12 N 2700 2700 2700 2700 2700 2700 2700
13 Mo 0.0302 0.0302 0.0302 0.0453 0.0453
14 ND
p x f e 10,800 10,800 10,800 10,800 10,800 10,800 10,800
15 C
P
0.1245 0.1494 0.1743 0.1992 0.1867 0.2241 0.2490
16 Jo 0.1877 0.1877 0.1877 0.2816 0.2816
17 Jo/^2 0.2108 0.2018 0.2062 0.2858 0.2774
18 J2 0.775 0.825 0.890 0.930 9.910 9.985 1.015
19 J2 max >4 >4 >4 >k >4 >4 >4
20 V2k 82.5 87.9 94.8 99.0 96.9 104.9 108.1
21
>f
oT 39.0 36.5 37.5 48.0 46.5
22 cTT/cp 2.85 2.69
23 TT 435.4 493.2 445.0 475.9 458.4 469.4 505.3
46
PPvOPELLER PERFORMANCE ESTIMATION
24 A2 11.42 11.42 11.42 11.42
1
11.42 11.42 11.42
25 TT /A2 38.11 43.17 38,95 41.66 40.13 41.09
•
44.23
26 T7 0.955 0.960 0.950 0.950 0.950 0.950 0.950
27 /^oTE 37.0 34.7 35.6 45.6 44.2
28 CTTE /C P 2.72 2.58
mmmmmmwm
'.
29 TTE 415.8 473.5 422.7 452.2 435.5 446.0 480.0
30 9 3/4 20.0 21.7
! 23. 25.0 24.2 26.5 27.8
31 Jo/J2 ideal 0.2094 0.2009 0,2046 0.2816 0.2733
32 >]oT ideal 39.0 39.0 39' 49'5 46.5
33 CTt /C p ideal 2.95 2.77
34 TT ideal r' 450.7 507.8 445.0 482.5 464.6 474.3 505.3
35 ^2 ideal 0.795 0.840 0.896 0.934 0,917 1.000 1.030
36 V2 ideal 84.67 89.47 95,43 99,48 97.67 106.51 109.70
37 A2 /A4+J /J 2 1.0441 1.0351 1.0395 1.1191 1.1107
38 ?oP 20,36 18.89 19.49 26.86 25.82
39 cTp /c p 1.19 1.12
40 TP 181.4 205.5 232.5 246.5 238.0 262.7 280.6
41 ^2P 92,3 92,5 96.5 93.7 94.7 94.1 93.2
42 A2 /A4+J /J2 i 1.0427' 1,0342 1.0379 1.1149 1.1066
43 tfoY ideal 20.3 19.1 19.7 27.0 25.9
44 cTp/c p ideal 1.23 1.15
45 TP ideal 187.8 211.5 232.5 249.5 236.0 264.0 279.3
46
1











(TAF/Cii/N) \2p av \2p
1000/0, 3/3000 93,0 86.8 89.3
600/0.5/2700 92.9 91.4 94.5
800/0.15/3000 92.7 92.0 90.7
400/0.5/3000 92,3 89.7 94.2
800/0.5/2700 92.7 92.8 93.4






l.M- -XJ U L . 1 I — im w-» nriiiM I 1 r 1 .
•W
'
*tr (Deg) | °<<? r CL L N
'
1 0.10 0,533 0,467 0,0467 4.14 14,4
2 0,20 1,065 0,935 0,0935 8,29 29,0
3 C 30 1,598 1,402 0,1402 12,43 43,5
4 0,41 2,18 1,720 0,172 15,25 43,4
-
5 51 2 = 72 2,28 0,228 20,2 70,7
6 63 3,36 2,64 0,264 23,4 81,9
7 72 3c83 3,17 0,317 28,1 98,4
8 0,85 4,52 3 t 48 0,348 30,9 118,0
9 0,92 4,90 4*10 0,420 37,2 130,0
10 1 05 5,60 4,40 0,450 39,9 139,5
11 1.15 6,13 4,87 0,497 44,0 154,0























0.20 1.184 0,816 0,08 3,17 10.70
3 0.30 1.779 1.221 0.122 4.84 16.34
4 0.41 2.44 1.56 0.156 6,18 20.9
5 0.51 3.03 1,97 0,197 7,80 26.3
6 0.63 3,76 2.24 0.224 8,88 30.0
7 0.72 4.28 2.72 0.272 10.78 36.4
8 0.85 5.06 2.94 0.294 11.66 39.4
9 0.92 5.47 3.53 0.353 14.00 47.2
10 1.05 6.37 3.63 0.363 14.40 48.6
11 1.15 6.86 4.14 0.414 16.40 55.3











6 710 ft 2
PN
' 2085 lb/ft 2
Vj' 389 ft/sec
x' (for section with throttle activated) 8 0598
Ap' 36,0 lb/ c 2
Cj ' (for section with throttle activated) 17 8 32
9' 23 a 5°
t' (for section with throttle activated) 8 0416 ft





SCALE l" = 2" INCHES
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APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF CERTAIN FORMULAS
Equation II-l (Ref 2)
See Figure 1,
The sum of the forces acting on the stream of air from the
peripheral jet per unit periphery is equal to the change in momentum,
per unit periphery, of that stream of air:
£L-A (v. - 72 )
c c
J
C = cushion periphery
V2 = final velocity of the air stream
=
-Vj (sine)
It is assumed that only the direction of flow changes (that is, the
speed remains constant). See Fig 7 for the orientation of the angle©
The only force acting on the air stream is the cushion pressure, ^ p,
acting over the daylight clearance, h, around the periphery C,
Thus








but Sg - hC
Therefore substitution yields
^ph » /VVj (Vj + Vj sin e )
= /?N tVj 2 (l + sin ©)
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Equation II-2
The volume flow rate out of the peripheral jet is the product
of the velocity of air out of the jet, V
•
, times the total area it
traverses, SN = tC
where
t - nozzle thickness
C = nozzle perimeter
The compressor pressure rise is equal to the jet total pressure and is
t' i sum of the mean dynamic pressure (approxi. ated by 1/2 /^V-i ) and
the mean static pressure (approximated by 1/2 /\ p) <, The power required










SOLUTION OF CONVERGING-DIVERGING NOZZLE EXIT PRESSURE
See Figure 8
Having chosen an outer pipe area, utilization of the continuity,
energy, momentum, and state equations as well as the assumption of
adiabatic mixing in the outer pipe downstream of the nozzle allows the
solution of the flow properties through the bypass area and at station
3, the outer pipe exito These equations are as follows:
Continuity
ifti + mo = mi Bl
Energy
2gJCp(m2T2 +/>aAbVbTb -^3^13) -^A3V^ - ^2 2
-faAb^± B2
Momentum
P2A2 - P3A3 " "3V3 " *2V2 " \vb_
2 .. ±^K3V£ - m2V2 y>bAbV B3
State
Adiabatic Mixing
ll = "2T2 + bAbvbTb B5
fhk\>\ + A 2
where the underlined variables are the unknowns for which a solution
is desired c
Assuming /^ and T, to be standard atmospheric conditions and
defining the mass flow rate ratioj, X, as
m2
65
the equations can be rewritten as
7=- - (1 + X)
m2 Bl'
p 2A2 - P 3A3
- m2 |~(1 + X)V3 -V 2 - XVb"l B3'
= (1 + X) V3 2 - V 2 2 - xvb 2 B2'
/*, = P3/KT3 BA
T3 - (T2 + XTb )/(X +1) B5"
Now defining
C «/bAb//2A2V 2
these equations can then be combined to yield
n 2A 3 gR(T2 + XTb )
+
f v2





2 + x3/( 1/2 1" J
1 + X /
which can be solved numerically for X if a specific vn I up. of p~ is
assumed. From this value of X, a value for Mb , the Mach number of
the bypass air, can be found and then compared with the value of Mb
computed from the pressure ratio P^/p b where pob is assumed to be
atmospheric, Various values of p 2 can be tried until the two values
of ML match. When this occurs, the correct value of p 2 for the given
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This paper provides the results of a preliminary design study of
a ground effect machine to be built at the Naval Postgraduate School,
Monterey, California. The design is based on an engine currently
available at the School and covers such factors as lift versus weight,
thrust versus drag, balance, stability, control, and instrumentation.
The final design chosen v;as a peripheral jet type ground effect machine
with a cushion area of 25.7 square feet, driven by a 4 foot diameter
shrouded propeller. Total engine power of 203 horsepower is sufficient
to provide 1017 pounds of lift at a hover height of 5.95 inches and
446 pounds of thrust at 30 knots.
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